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ORDER
In order to ensure uninterrupted power supply to the consumers
and keeping in view the scTKFi prFei d tr-rr Grfuqrt derT qc[s{ Trdi d
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3illFlfq
\ry
commencing w.e.f. 2nd October,2\2L, it is hereby ordered

that all

CEs/Addl.CEs/SEs/Controlling officers will ensure the
complliance of all transfer & posting orders. They will ensure that the
Engineers/officers/officials, who are under transfer, shou.ld be relieved
and hand over/relinquish the charge of the post latest by 2g*'
September, 202 1 positively.

It is

hereby enjoined upon

all under transfer

Engineers/
officers/officials to join their new assignment immediately latest by 29rt
September, 2021- without availing the joining time. Due & admissible pL
in lieu of joining of time, will be credited by the concerned office on
receipt of the intimation in this regard.
Disobedience of the above instructions, shall be viewed seriously

and disciplinary action will be initiated against the responsible/
defaulter officers.

All CEs/Addl.CEs/SEs/Controlling officers shall furnish the status
report to the Secretary [Admn.), Jaipur by 10 AM on 30tr September,
2021 positively.
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[Navin AroraJ'
Managing Director
Copy to the following for information and necessary action:-

7.

/ZCElAddl.C.E., f aipur Discom, Jaipur/Kota/Bharatpur.
2. Chief Personnel Officer/Addl.SP [VigJ, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
3. Chief Controller of Accounts, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
4. All Superintending Engineer, Jaipur Discom,laipur/
5. All Chief Accounts Officer, Jaipur Discom, faipur.
6. All JDPIDDPs/POs, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
7. TA/PS to MD /Director(Tech/FinJ/ Semetary [Admn), JpD, Jaipur.
L MF/PF.
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Secretary [AdmnJ

]t.Director Personnel {HR},laipur Discom, Jaipur 302 005
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